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Join us at our next in-person
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IFA, 1 September, 2022, 6pm 
 

Learn More

Allm

The successful treatment of patients is a multidisciplinary team approach
and requires fast and efficient communication and easy access to
relevant information. But it’s not always easy to access the information
needed to quickly make treatment decisions. Join gives you everything
you need at the tap of a screen.
 
Digital Health, Streaming, Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing/Data
 MWC 2022

 

Lookbook Entry
 

Get the press kit

GoToPitch
 
We have created an AI-based Full Stack Video Pitching Platform
(GoToPitch) that connects startups and investors globally. Startups can
self-record a short pitch video using recording function and our exclusive
AI algorithm decodes the right investors for the company based on their
thesis. The investors can manage the whole dealflow process on a single
platform, reducing 70-80% of the time consumed in scouting and
investing in the companies and thereby making the process more
standardized and efficient.
 
Artificial Intelligence, Investing, Startups, Video Technologies, MWC 2022

Lookbook Entry
 

Get the press kit

I’m beside you
 
We analyze online communication movie data like Zoom by multimodal
AI and visualize what happens in your organization every day (or real
time) to predict churn, lost orders, or when mental illness will happen in
your organization. By dealing with these signals properly, you can create
a continuous improvement cycle of human communication.
 
Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing/Data, Digital Health, Education,
Wellness Technologies, MWC2022
 

 

Lookbook Entry
Get the press kit

Imuzak
 
IMUZAK is a Japan-based nanotech startup founded in 2015. The
company develops hologram 3D products using Microlenses and high-
performance anti-fog and anti-reflective lenses, based on optical design
and microfabrication processing technology.
 
The proprietary Microlens can create a hologram 3D that you can ‘Touch
and Move’ directly by placing it in front of a source image. You don’t have
to wear 3D glasses. A source image can be anything. For example, if you
have buttons that you don’t want to directly touch such as elevator
buttons and toilet buttons, they can turn into 3D air-floating buttons.
 
Automotive, Gaming and Esports, Vehicle Tech, Home Office Hardware
and Accessories, Startups, Entertainment and Content, Investing

 

Lookbook Entry
 

Get the press kit

OWC®, the premier zero-emissions Mac and PC technology company,
and a respected provider of Memory, External Drives, SSDs, Mac & PC
docking solutions, and performance upgrade kits, announces the OWC
Atlas series of high-performance media cards and reader. Like the Atlas
rockets that powered the historic Mercury human spaceflights into full
orbit, the OWC Atlas series will launch your creative capabilities into
another world.
OWC
 
Memory / Storage  / CES 2022

 Lookbook Entry

Get the press kit

SOLO Secure
 
SOLO Secure shows biometric ignited self-defense and security tools
that feed into their dynamic safety platform. This includes self-defense
devices that only work with your biometrics. In addition, SOLO Secure
debuts drone technology that encompasses AI/ML to encapture Facial
recognition, weapons detection, emotional recognition to inform
situational awareness.
 
Artificial Intelligence, 5G Technologies, Accessories, Drones,
IoT/Sensors, Mobile Hardware and Accessories, Startups, CES 2022
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Get the press kit
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